Entry form for Innovation in Outcomes Competition

This form is based on the key criteria for a good quality indicator listed above.  It is intended to guide your thinking about what is required for a new national indicator for the NHS Outcomes Framework.  It is not essential that every field is completed and there is no restriction on words, so please feel free to provide us with as much information on the suggested indicator as you deem appropriate.

You are welcome to make more than one suggestion in any area, but please provide a separate entry form for each suggested indicator.

Please direct any queries, and completed forms to:

Email:  dawn.fagence@dh.gsi.gov.uk or:

Dawn Fagence
Quality Framework Team
Room 6A 
Skipton House
80 London Road
London
SE1 6LH

Your details:



Are you responding: 	- on behalf of an organisation?
- as a health or social care professional? 
- as a member of the public? 

NOTE:  For an example of other good quality indicators see www.ic.nhs.uk/mqi for the list of ‘Indicators for Quality Improvement’.

Title 
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Dr/Professor/other 
First name:

Surname:

Your organisation (if applicable):


Your job/role/title (if applicable):

Postal address:


Email address:

Telephone number:

Suggested indicator title:





Which area is this suggested indicator for? 	
-  ‘Placeholder’ in current framework
 -  Broader area for future framework
-  ‘Open’ suggestion for future framework

Description:  Please provide a further explanation/description of the proposed indicator title, typically one or two sentences providing context to the indicator title.








Rationale:  Give the reasons that the indicator is being suggested, why should it be in the Outcomes Framework?  Are there any practical or research evidence to support it's inclusion.  What issues would hope to be addressed by the outcome?  










Definition:  Explain how the indicator will be measured and what will be measured, this must be clear and precise with the precise meaning of any specific terms used defined so it is understandable to laypeople as well as the NHS.  










Influenced by healthcare:  How will healthcare affect performance on this indicator?







Clinical input:  is the indicator outcome likelyto be influenced by clinical practice?  








Timescales:  State whether the indicator is likely to be measurable from April 2012, if not, when is it likely to be ready?










Cost effectiveness:  Outline the cost implications of developing this indicator.  Indicators that draw on data from existing sources are looked upon favourably.







Verifiable – How will the measure be verified?  Will it allow aggregation and disaggregation?  








Burden:  Make a statement about the burden that collecting data for this indicator will place on the NHS.







Where the suggested indicator currently exists in some form, perhaps locally, please provide the following

Methodology:  detailed explanation of the indicator construction and methodology, statistical methods, techniques and approaches used in construction, tests applied to the indicator, including who applied the tests.  If possible include data definitions, numerator definition and denominator definition.









Source of underlying data:  What is the data set or data system feeding the indicator - are the underlying data items already collected consistently and nationally?  For example, does the data come from an originating indicator set, or a specific source of data such as Hospital Episode Statistics.  Who produces the indicator?  Make a statement on the accuracy of the dataset.








Status:  The position/status of the indicator, the extent to which it has been developed or completed.  For example, in development, in use, approved to an agreed standard, retired, decommissioned etc.











Additional information:  Any further details about the suggested indicator not already covered elsewhere on this form.


















